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Lightning Thoughts on Art

Art violates life’s mysteries, can explain them in some way,

and when it does

it does it with a smack of  words/pictures across your face,

then grinds out—moans or whimpers as it grinds—

a part of  your soul to make a fitting space for what it has to say.

[With this violation comes its sleep; its time to rest in your heart.]

When it rises,

flashes with the clarity of  a gleaming saber,

hangs wide open as blue sky,

it does it with a desire for truth and genuineness:

with your soul gestating on it, birthing it out again from yourself:

a bloody, screaming baby of  words, pictures, sounds that you coo to sleep
and watch mature and grow—

something that calls upon your obligation to encounter and care for it.

But then sometimes it doesn’t violate,

and rather than cutting through mystery

tends only to preserve it, leave it be, not like a mummy in a tomb,

but like leaving be the one you love who will never love you;

or leaving be your anger, your melancholy, your fear—the gamut of  emotions—

inside your head,

not leaving them be in the sense you will never engage them again,

but leaving them be to sit and proliferate until they fall like volcanic ash,

spurt out like blood onto paper or smear themselves across canvas.

To preserve mystery is to wait for it.

The things you receive from art—they cling to your bones, your heart. They are

the shadow that never leaves your life’s remainder.
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The leaves were morning peaches for

our wanting. Their wanton winding,

wonders us, circles some other center.

We chase our giant shadows down the

street. Our feet rustle in ochre

and russet whispers.

Leaves, you seem to speak

so wisely, of  a, to a

depth I can not muster.

Or, is it that as we come to know you

you’re already fading from us, like

sodden fruit left uneaten to gather flies,

and that your sudden

reappearance is not sudden.

              James Searle

   For Autumn After Ignorance
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What color is that line that separates

the sky from the tip of  that narrow path as thin

or thinner than the string through the eye

of the needle?

We may have read

about that holy doorway through which tents

and camels traversed,

moved forward,

and we may have pictured the camel

craning his aching neck to look back

to his hoof-print path; a wind-swept sand, perhaps?

Or bowing grass?

We may have imagined, though, that he did not.

That the path was soon-after buried, the grass laid

low and rose again, unseen, unheard, unthought.

Can we tear that close-stitched seam, those knitted

scenes

of  blue and brown and green to see what is there?

We may have imagined that walking closer,

our feet sifting through the reeds, may take us where

magnification is not needed, nor eyes, nor feet, nor

ears,

but thought.

 Sarah Ansani

          That Narrow Path
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Do our limbs not move toward what the eyes can see,

yet do our necks not allow us to look back?

We may have imagined walking that narrow path,

turning our necks to see what has passed,

our limbs, though, moving forward still,

in that remarkable act of  balance.

And we may have imagined that what was left behind

appeared to grow larger than the eye that then looked forward

to a scene just growing smaller

step by step by step

by stopping, we can imagine a silence

composed of a constantly sewn thread,

uncolored, unseen, unheard, unthought,

creating, recreating that narrow path

of  waiting stones and dirt and the living

made of dead.

And the air here, where we are,

is touched and touching, finger

to finger, earth touch sky, foot touch earth,

that narrow path touch foot

that moves backwards,

remembering, rendering

what is done and doing

on that narrow path, grown wider

with each step backward taking us forward,

so to see the string grow wider.

Only to arrive where?

But yet we can imagine the air

that is always there, unbreathed, yet moved

by something still.
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                   Jade Blackwater

   “The desire to lead...”

The desire to lead,

to crawl home like a dog at the end of  the day,

climb up on the bed

turn five or six times

and nestle,

wrestle the night like a rabbit,

hot in pursuit;

lately it seems like the night’s getting quieter,

softer somehow—

like the end of  a day with

a dog at the gate,

a tired old house,

a happy old mate,

together at sunset between

shadow rows

as the sun sucks so tenderly

at rosehips

and wire.
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somebody said something about carrying a door on

his back

perhaps it had been carved from a cross

like some legend being born

but as the scent of  basil wafts from my garden

I want to see its aroma and if  I carried anything

through this life

it would be a window, a magic glass I could see

through

and that at my whim would magnify all

if  I stumbled under the weight

of  my cross turned door and someone opened it

all they would see is what’s behind

I want the glass ahead of  me even recognizing

that a false step could mean shattering and scarring

for life

we all carry the door and the window anyway

the difference being

the choice

of  which one to prefer

         Harry Calhoun

      Weights
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David Thomas
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           Trina Gaynon

      Absence

Handmade gingham curtains hid away pots and pans

But the salt shaker stood on the back of  the stove, crystals in crystal,

Heavy in the hand and worthy of  my morning egg, hard-boiled and carried

Uncracked all the way from my home to this cottage,

Where Goldilocks knocks the orchid off  the side of  the tub and soaks the

Persian rug

With water from the tall-as-a-bear shower.
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                        James Searle

       In Memory of  N.G.

A black bevy on the far face of  a

pine tree gathers without meaning

to like a fathers heart ceasing. we

are unlike our trees: such blackness

undoes us, pushes out whole

howls from us  that leave us no

emptier. while crows empty from

trees on a wind, the children gather

grief  in their unwashed sheets.

their four eyes pitted purple

olives in a shallow finger bowl.

a black bevy on a pine tree fades

further, and back again early, yet

never the same. Our end is actual

naked and without grace.
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                        Jesse Bradley

Missing the Point

The point has moments

it wants to be alone.

It pulverizes the telephone

then reshapes the receiver

into a rocket launcher.

On sunny days, the point

will go out for a nice lunch.

As it sits outside, drinking

unsweetened iced tea,

the point reads the newspaper.

It tears out the malapropisms,

folds them into diarrheic pigeons.

The point will go home,

put on some Sadë

then wait in bejeweled

thong undergarments

for you.

You walk in the door,

notice the bone pile

of  broken TVs

cluttering the den.

“Shhhhh,” the point says,

“don’t mind those. I know

you’ve missed me so.

Let’s take it slow so you get me
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until our backs break dawn.”

Before the point can complete

its sultry soliloquy, you chant

a homily of  excuses

(I left the car running, I left

the water boiling, I left the condoms

on the night stand, I left my thesaurus,

I’m illiterate, I’m only attracted

to non-abstract sentient beings)

as you stumble outside.

The point will then slouch, sigh,

shut the Sadë off, aim

the rocket launcher at the window

and fire.
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                    Ernest Williamson III

 Learning to Read

beneath the broken birch

hanging from the brier of urban memorandums

cornered

yet centered somehow

like the time mother recited lullabies

derived from  a flowing Navajo heritage

I stood enchanted,

as a staid black mountain,

admitting to the surrounding forests,

my fears

one by one

I spoke them

with shivering cold tears

until reverberating echoes

from a chieftain

unknown

flashed into view,

as elliptic lightening strikes

from every tincture

of  the deep blue sky,

clasped my brow

and showed me,

the vital steps,

of the

Dance of the Moons
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      Mark DeCarteret

          Four Saint Haikus

st fina

these yarns aren’t spun

without foraging rats, sores,

bodies well past ghost

st ansovinus

plastered on more psalms:

the Lord knows those slurs are just

some words thought of  less

st patrick

very few want truth

that’s squirmed up from the gut,

never mind the earth

st fra angelico

few artists can say

baby Jesus sat for them

all halo & drool
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Cory Peeke

Wallflower 2
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 Sarah Ansani

     Something Has Happened to Me

And there are paths in fields to prove it.

Bent blades of  grass,

monitored hills,

cracked cords of  wood from trees

that ward me away with ivy.

I envy the movement

of  their shadows.

The height of  their leaves,

flatter than hands, they cannot even

handle the weight of  veins or bone.

And when I climb, it is the touching

of  hands that I miss. The long glances

at strangers, the listening of  words

long after spoken. And those movements

of  lips and the hills of  creeks below

the eyes that used to lower

to look at me.

But in these fields, I have scavenged

small, articulate bones

that I wish were mine or yours.

How refined they are, picked clean,

but stained with clay. And beneath them,

I suspect some flesh must stir,

or a breath be taken, or blood to seep.

An eye like hard, brown stone,

to look up at me.
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What looks like bones for a hand

are bones for a wing.

I spread my fingers upon them,

flesh to bone,

and breathe.
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                    Teresa Schartel

          Without Direction

What was he thinking

as he plunged near death

from Fort Duquesne Bridge,

half-finished, 100 feet

above water?

Do the thoughts

of  a chemistry major stay

the same mid-flight?

Does he think: water

is comprised of  two hydrogen,

one oxygen—remember

to breathe—I’ll never

get out of  here alive.

He did. Unharmed.

A painting of his plight,

titled The Bridge to Nowhere,

makes me laugh, knowing

that forty years later

it still means something.

In Pittsburgh, you can’t

go anywhere without

going over a bridge

or under one.
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My first week here,

I thought for sure I’d

end up in Ohio.

I never did.

Back and forth,

that strange sense

of  never finding my

way home still looming,

or is it? I know where

I’m going now.

The boy does too.

I saw the painting

in Heinz History Museum

as part of  a recast:

what is Pittsburgh?

A convergence

of  two worlds

riding the boundaries

of  home.
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     Benjamin Winkler

 Early

and his sun day sermon went     thank the lord

for this heat     a whole summer     no rain     sweat

the only water     on the ground     the first time

since my father’s father     planted down     and when

the whispering     had ceased     he tried to speak

even cain’s crops failed     but unlike the beast

we have a little faith     so let us pray     while

our mom     untied     tied     untied     her shawl

and dad     would scuff  his shoes     along the bottom

of  the pews     he would say     beneath his breath

a little faith     and we would rise     bow at the waist

the words we didn’t     understand     our middle

fingers raised     along     the siddur’s back

the hymnals broken spine     we’d drop them by the door

outside     I swore     I heard     somebody speak

these pounding shoes     like pouring rain     look sky

we’d head home for the week     once     inside

cast off  our ties     and I would fill the tub     lay towels

down beneath     the hairline leak     my brother

me     would bathe     and dry each other     clean

and head     outside     we couldn’t play     so mom

would take     a pill     to sleep     dad’d hand us each

loose glued     prayer books     when I was your age

and shut     the door     long while     we’d sit
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the stoop     the broken shade     and so     we’d fashion

out a game     my brother’d read     voice     sing     song

sweet     a prayer     I think     hatzi-kaddish     and may

his name be praised     I’d walk     across     the street

when it ended     I’d look     down     where     upon

the ground     I’d planted     each my feet     left foot

meant dry     right foot     meant rain     he chanted

and     dry thunder     left us dumb
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         Mason Brown DeHoog

  Flux

The fluctuations

in weight have become permanent

in denim, form of  yourself  through a year:

how the yellow patch

arrived below the knee, how ink spots float

like a nebula near the thigh

and why do these threads

always trail from cuffs?

It’s time to shed this pale serge de Nimes—in the waist

that gives three inches with a thumb,

belt loop wears away to white

under stitching and ink spots have yet to say

when they appeared

or anything to the scuffed knees

and seat that sags from thumb and forefingers

like worn paunch,

even as I remember at purchase: coarseness,

the tight weave of  almost black

indigo has another wearing year

before a procession of  words

becomes another tall order.
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          Ernest Williamson III

                   The Seasoning of  Winter

beneath the compost

by the Victorian staircase

you were standing

smiling

easing my nerves

with your sweet scent

delivered from

the nagging drag of  daily imperatives

yet now you have vanished

in the musical musk of  cherry incense

leaving me befuddled

naked

amazed

until my eyes opened

like flickering fireflies

so what did I see

in the scene of a dream

acquainted in night

but hypnotic

in the dream

o f

today

perhaps the answer thrives in the pleasantries

of the question

and the connotations

therein

or maybe

lately

snow and frost

have betrayed
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my peace

of  forgetting

my broken

pieces

splattered

in the shadows

of  the lake

nearby
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Wouldn’t you rather

we walk down the avenue of  rain

trading verses from Poe

like black roses and only take

our best memories with us

and the small butterfly tattoo

on the back of  your neck

wouldn’t you rather

the government forgot our faces

our names and when we’re faraway

and finally beyond the boom of  waves

wouldn’t you rather

I put my hand in the flame

between your legs well I would

             Howie Good

     Matter of  Preference
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               Ray Succre

        Dejuvenation Place

That’s where one penny shines

a pelt of  copper grazing in spent ages,

the tined foot-trail, the balding ones,

fetter—

sapience—

stale—

trapped churning, or set free spinning.

Where no funneled flywing coffin

takes the world from empty, shed skins,

that’s where one person shines

their dumbfestered pangs in fists

upon the wall.
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           Dennis Barton

 In October

A chimney rises

and falls into the sky,

painted variegated shades

of  gray and black,

wrapped in layers

of soot and ash.

Children speak

like whales,

a low guttural discourse.

While they feed

on krill,

nothing changes

but repetition.

There are ways in which

we welcome the dead

spaces in conversation

meant to say

only the slightest.

At predetermined times

throughout the day,

they melt letters

and watch them leak

into unreadable puddles.
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I.

Tangled up in my pocket is the chain you sent me to wear:

silver chipping away to black, one link broken and bent.

I keep it safe in my pocket,

though it clinks against keys and reminds me of  metal.

Metal cold in February against my skin,with hands in pockets to stay warm.

Metal cold like the lifeless lock that freezes on a car door.

The car door covered in burnt sienna body rot and flaky icy blue paint.

Last week I exchanged glances on the uptown R-train with your doppelganger.

His hair curled in just a way that made me think of  snow,

and interlocked arms while strolling up Church Street in winter.

II.

On the train from Virginia, I saw where metal goes to die.

Rusted mounds of  pastel and umber.

Jagged, craggy outcropping of  dissembled structure.

If  you stare long enough, or look closely enough,

a resemblance to Kata Tjuta or stupa mounds.

In the burned-out hollows of  Baltimore row houses, I was reminded of  your skin

on our night through the Vermont blackness of  a farm house on Route 5.

I could feel the smoothness beneath your hair on the underarm part of  your torso.

Train windows make me think of  Hemingway,

“White Elephants” and the life that might have been,

had our love been more honest and less concerned with the pleasantries of  ambivalence.

In the taxi through car-congested DC, my driver mentioned Canadian sex-capades.

I could taste my first 4-course meal. Ever conscious of  how it all appeared,

the edge of  my knife balanced precisely on eggshell china.

III.

In the opalescence of  dusk, everything is unnerving.

I watch brick transform into a near reflective surface.

I feel my feet grow tingly.

In your sleep last night you muttered “sever” in the folds of  my hair

as you turned from wall to window and back again,

indifferent to my nakedness and longing.

There is a bird perched on the armchair of  my bench,

seemingly lost but content.  Its talon wrapped securely around rusted cast iron.

               Tara Foster

        The Long Goodbye
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The night is awakened in my city, a pulsation of  neon lights like the jump into adulthood:

abrupt and spicy and unafraid.

IV.

It truly makes me wonder about your integrity

when I watch your fingers decidedly curl around the tinny bottle cap,

seconds before skimming it sidelong on the murky water top.

I taste the words in your mouth before you speak them.

Salty, dense like store-bought matzoh balls. Foreign and unfamiliar.

I hear them in the air before you exhale.

They are as a faint whisper, a billowing Autumn gale miles away,

the distant rolling thunder on an Australian paddock.

V.

As I turned the knob slowly,

a shaking hand, clammy and gripping,

You spoke hurriedly from behind the wall of  our sanctuary.

In the cracks of  your tone I could hear the conclusion.

What we knew, what we felt, what we wanted.

It was hidden in the rhythms of  silence

woven within your words.

VI.

I have slept in our love-stained sheets for a week now.

The first morning I rolled over, awoke and inhaled you—
musk and sweat from the pillow case.

The next night I created a hollow space with my curled body

where your negative space existed whole and untouched.

I kept the flat sheet crumpled by my feet,

should your spirit need to grab for it

in the cold, dewiness of  morning.

Stains on the maroon cotton, tangible evidence of  you there,

that you came and you went. That I let you leave.

What did you ask?

“Did it feel strange?” “Are you happy?”

A smile betrayed my silence.

Still, you would have read my eyes for an answer.

That’s the funny thing about love.

Old love. First love. Fading love.

The way eyes scan each other for the words too hard to say.

VII.

I sat on cement steps.

Next door a kitchen wafting cooking.

I thought of  my room soaked in you,

of  the palpable, dense space between us

over Eggs Benedict and Bloody Mary’s.

The space I filled with the words we had to say.
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Past rose gardens,

where bedraggled blooms

breathlessly wait for

the pruning shears,

to the gallery, Rebecca drifts—

as removed from now as the portrait

of  Eva Hart, her eyes in shadow.

Each one watches us at an angle.

Enclosed by walls in the Zen Garden,

wrapped in a sweater—shades of  gingko

leaves and her auburn hair—she takes our

picture. She remains camera shy.

Over a cup of  hot cocoa, her

eyelashes fan along her cheekbones.

 Trina Gaynon

        Golden
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Derek McCrea

Dogwood Tree Flowers
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         Jade Blackwater

                   Think Like a Plant

Try thinking like a plant:

make something from sunlight and earth,

take what rain comes and be sated,

forget what little you need,

all that you want,

pour out

all that you can give

in ripe, swelling tulips;

wait for some hungry lover

to pluck your heart from its rivers—

devour the dark chambers of  your fruit

and spit the seeds at your feet.
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              James Searle

      The Hardest Lesson

I wish to arrive at the point and be gentle still

rather than cower with a song and show teeth.

Can I be free of  innocence which threatens when

the heart speaks, and attentive, for once, to the onus?

I do not know always. And the weight of  the want to

show with easy pain—clangs like clarity when it is unwanted.

I am weak and stupidly strong but the better of  my being

often leans towards you. With my luck you are looking then

and not at a ghost. My hands are most honest when they reach to touch.
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           Dennis Barton

              Precipice

I spent the night sitting in a river

watching the stars float past

dipping my head

I held my breath

until I saw pin pricks

of white blue light

beneath the current

on the backs of  my eyelids
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               Ray Succre

           Axis Mundi

As to the bruise, the mediation of  her shin and a stumble,

there was groan-speak, a pain long, hearty—

an old book in her leg.

She was mindful of  the trail-shrub hornets,

in which there was a spark of  life beneath the life,

specialists who could not know themselves after need or duty.

Not many but one, she wondered why the world often

escaped down such trails, as if  looking for clever nooks

in which to harmonize and take root.

She wondered why she, herself, did this.

Quick to tire from long hike cuts and hunger,

she creaked into a short break beneath a tree,

stabled a moment in day’s end and a soothed fade.

She thought she was resting in the shade of  the cosmic axle,

bruised and thirsty, panting,

but had merely found something rigid near which to soften.
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         Mason Brown DeHoog

                South Miami Avenue

Room: white as wax.

Stand, drape sheetsstare, walls drip the pearl

drops. This insipid ring is a companion

the porch players cannot hear but skims

over oil iridescent canal

surface until top of  stairs, I see

sun, round again, evening’s aperture

to wholeness elsewhere, instead of  this mocking

sum stuck like cotton

for ears and airplanes

that plunge through a pupil.

Inverse island I roam as a mannequin,

eyes adhere to dark like nettle

until yard light wavers into cold

hours like crests in blackness and moon

forgets I remember when it was last here.

The heart rears upon itself. Vibration hums:

shimmy of  tin, a pulse

and frequency stretches a lyre string

as feral bit in living doll.

I have no voice to sing

nor sense to humno song to mask

shrill waves, though sight hardens,

palm boles hold a  veneer of  concrete shell

without rigor—fronds are still, unmoving as the trees

until wires of  day spool

out over downtown ocean.
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 Sarah Ansani

   The Wasp

Between screen and window, the wasp cannot escape.

Its wings scrape against a crosshatch wire sky.

There is no flying there. It crawls across the landscape,

miles of  trees, a breeze that certainly blows

from where the wasp ought to be. Its wood-colored wings—

not exactly maple, nor cherry, but mahogany—

stiff  like shields with battle scars, cover the taut abdomen.

Will the nest wonder where this wasp has been?

Will stamens finally straighten without its weight?

Its antennae sense nothing but air or the path

of  day into night or perhaps the warmth of  my finger

against the pane, pretending to press against that buzzing

body of  blood, sting, eyes, and brain

all contained, in fear of  the width of  my thumb. And that twist

that turns death into mutilation or instead

that stubborn suffering that intimidates the sadist.

Each step is taken with quaint deliberation

so that its long, splinter legs remain

in the same place as its body, captured.

Who knows what happens when the body is not together.

And who knows what will happen if  the wasp

stops running its leg across its battered wings,

just to be sure they still exist.
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Cory Peeke

Two in the Bush
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   Jesse Bradley

        Window Seat

I fold myself

into an airplane.

I crumple at your feet

when I land.

You unfold me, search

for the black box.

All you find is this:

lipstick crescents,

quarts of  tickles,

and a letter written

in pillow talk as we

walked on the ceiling.
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         Harry Calhoun

    Logan in the surf, Lake Erie, 1989

I hardly knew him, his name was Logan

20 years older than his wife, 79

skin like a brown late-summer berry

but all sinew and muscle

and age be damned he was his own man

a little standoffish to the left

of  the general gathering at the lake

and fiercely fond of surfing, riding

his skiff  standing into the high waves

looking back at us, close to 80

love of  the surf  splashed all over his face

defiance in his eyes

can you do this?

and now, remembering, surfing back

from my 50s, looking into the mirror

but also looking backwards

and feeling much younger

I want to look back, forward

always with defiance, soul

and the endless

spirit, crash and surge

of  the waves
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     Benjamin Winkler

  May

days would melt     like yellow wax     upon the sill

she’d wipe her brow     and droop her wrist     a poor

imitation     of  the cross town christ     I will admit

the sweat     would drip on down the drain     mix with

hydrangea stems     innards of  the friday fish     and we’d

come in     sin writ large with sooty fingerprints     clamoring

for a cold drink     he nowhere near to tan our skin     but the sun

took care of  it     well     when he’d go     on up the stairs

to flop down on his bed     I’d speak     why this     of  all weeks

she’d breathe     inmouthout     and hands would move like

mine do now     shy circles starting     from the wrist     she’d

pick at the hem of  a cotton dress     cut it with the kitchen

scissors into squares     take two and stitch     them full

of  potpourri     drink     and you will understand     she said

to me     and passed the mug     pushed her chair out     a scraping

sound     and checked the fish     before it over baked
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David Thomas

It’s in the Bucket
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          Ernest Williamson III

 Treading the Fire

maybe beauty will remain an abstract dirge

a mantra to be ruminated over

like a submerged leek

becoming tender in warm water

as it seems to me

all as vanished

from our worlds

galaxies

and

cliques

much poetry has propelled

into the bellowing mushroom cloud

of  noxious gas

Earth has garnished her seedlings

as the trees convulse in 4/5 time

leading scholars to compendious shame

shaking with violence muttering

intellectual gibberish

to the delight of the spittle

forced out with the saying of  it

but what about me

the reporter

the documenter of  my purview

what do I make of  anything now

I say to myself  in this pallid skin

in these pallid days

perhaps I should go tell it on the mountain

given the effulgence of  effort

not merely in mind

but of the being

directing my reticent walk

out of  a crawling crowd
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Press). And the latest, (If  This Is the) New World, just published this year with
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